TCS BaNCS

PRODUCT VIDEOS

Quartz
Enterprise DLT solutions designed for co-existence, integration, and interoperability.
https://youtu.be/Zu6LPlOYW-w

Quartz Reward Points
Powerful reward points ecosystem for banks, merchants, acquirers and payment processors.
https://youtube/896Mq7LZlzM

TCS BaNCS Cloud for Asset Servicing
Manage the entire lifecycle of corporate actions.
https://youtu.be/hG30UKrpT5E

TCS BaNCS Cloud for Banking
One-stop SaaS offering ensures anytime, anywhere digital access, scalability, resilience, high performance, and compliance.
https://youtu.be/rkO7z3NdP0

TCS BaNCS for Life, Annuity and Pensions
Flexibility for open book and closed book life insurers and pension providers to explore new distribution channels and enrich end-user journeys.
https://youtu.be/MSz707FG1Ec

EVENT LIVESTREAMS

TCS BaNCS Dialogues: Corporate Actions on the Cloud: Are Two Cs Better Than One?
Securities industry leaders discuss the future of asset servicing and the prospects for “Corporate Actions as a Service.” See page 64.
https://on.tcs.com/3s7JS4T

TCS BaNCS Dialogues in Insurance: Growth and Transformation
Panelists discuss the role of intelligent digital solutions in creating growth and transformation in insurance. See page 66.
https://youtu.be/PCvx3cPwvAQ

TCS BaNCS Dialogues in Banking: The “Digital First and Consumer First” Bank
Banking innovators share their views on banking business models and ecosystems.
https://on.tcs.com/37B9J8L

Future of Payments Middle East and Africa Digi-Conference
Insights on the adoption challenges of real-time payments.
https://youtu.be/Pb5F2viBOMQ

Open Banking for Growth: The Next Chapter
TCS BaNCS and partners explore how financial institutions can improve stickiness and accelerate growth with microservices.
https://on.tcs.com/3raKHyJ
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